Ultrafast all-optical control of spins with femtosecond laser pulses is one of the hot topics at the crossroads of photonics and magnetism with a direct impact on future magnetic recording. Unveiling light-assisted recording mechanisms for an increase of the bit density beyond the diffraction limit without excessive heating of the recording medium is an open challenge. Here we show that surface plasmon-polaritons in hybrid metal-dielectric structures can provide spatial confinement of the inverse Faraday effect, mediating the excitation of localized coherent spin precession with 0.41 THz frequency. We demonstrate a two orders of magnitude enhancement of the excitation efficiency at the surface plasmon resonance within the 100 nm layer in dielectric garnet. Our findings broaden the horizons of ultrafast spin-plasmonics and open pathways towards non-thermal opto-magnetic recording at the nano-scale.
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The development of next generation magnetic memory devices will be driven by the demand for fast magnetization switching, low energy consumption and highdensity recording [1] . Although addressing the foremost issue, all-optical magnetization switching with femtosecond laser pulses in various metallic systems [2] [3] [4] [5] requires heating close to the Curie temperature. Recently, new routes of the non-thermal magnetization reversal in a dielectric garnet with the fastest ever magnetic recording event accompanied by extremely low heat load were demonstrated [6] . It is now widely accepted that the future of high-density all-optical magnetic recording depends on the achievements of sub-diffractional nanophotonics [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] featuring light localization on the nanoscale by surface plasmon resonances. As such, fundamental understanding of the interactions of high-frequency coherent spin dynamics with plasmonic excitations on both nanometer and sub-picosecond scales in opto-magnetic media is highly desirable. * chekhov@shg.ru † razdolski@fhi-berlin.mpg.de
THEORY
Enabling excitation of spin eigenmodes by circularly polarized femtosecond light pulses via the inverse Faraday effect (IFE) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , the interaction of the spin excitations and light (optical field E) is described by the free energy F ∝ −δε ij E i E * j , where δε ij is the variation of the dielectric permittivity ε by magnons. Introducing a phase shift ϕ between E i and E j , for the resulting projection of the effective magnetic field H IFE k we get:
This field exerts a torque on magnetization M and triggers its precessional motion. Since for circularly polarized light in transparent media ϕ = ±π/2, the sign of H IFE is governed by the helicity of light polarization. For any linear polarization ϕ = 0 and the IFE vanishes. Microscopically, bearing a notable similarity [17] to the secondorder optical rectification, an impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) [18] employs two optical fields at frequencies ω 1 , ω 2 contained in the spectrum of the femtosecond laser pulse for the excitation of a spin eigenmode at Ω = ω 1 − ω 2 [19, 20] . The explicit phase dependence in Eq. (1) reveals its key role for the ultrafast optomagnetic phenomena. Modern nanophotonics provides effective tools for engineering electric fields in nano-confined volumes, enabling resonant control of their amplitudes and phases. The spinphoton coupling can thus be mediated by collective electronic excitations, i.e. plasmons. The excitation of propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) at the metaldielectric interface imposes a rigid phase shift ϕ between the in-plane x (parallel to the SPP propagation direction) and out-of-plane z components of the electric field [21] : E z /E x = ik x /k z . Here k x is the real part of the SPP wavenumber
, where ε m , ε d refer to the permittivities of the metal and the dielectric, respectively. It is seen that although the SPPs are excited with linearly polarized light, in the SPP TM-wave there is a ϕ = π/2 phase shift between E x and E z . Notably, despite the oscillatory spatial dependence of these fields ∝ e ik x x , the phase shift remains constant, giving rise to the static effective magnetic field H IFE y (Fig. 1a) :
Owing to the nanoscale SPP field localization and amplification, H IFE y is enhanced and strongly confined in the vicinity of the metal-dielectric interface, which is otherwise unattainable in transparent dielectric media. The inherently nonlinear-optical origin of H IFE y enables its twice as strong spatial localization, as compared to the SPP electric fields (Fig. 1,b-c) . The sign of H IFE , governed by the helicity of the light polarization in IFE, is now determined by the SPP propagation direction. Recently, a similar mechanism was suggested to drive nonlinear self-modulation of SPPs at magnetic interfaces [22] .
These considerations are supported by the results of numerical simulations performed for the SPP excited at a model metal/dielectric interface (see Methods). It is seen that the SPP excitation prominently enhances electric fields E x , E z in the dielectric medium (Fig. 1b) and enables sizeable effective magnetic field H IFE y localized in the 100 nm-thick dielectric layer adjacent to the interface (Fig. 1c) . Exerting a torque on M x , a short (given by the SPP lifetime, i.e. sub-ps) SPP-driven burst of H y can be observed experimentally as a SPP-mediated excitation of the coherent spin precession in the dielectric employing p-polarized light, i.e. when the direct IFE is inactive.
EXPERIMENTS
We have complemented a 380 µm-thick Gd-Yb-doped bismuth iron garnet (GdYbBIG) crystal with a periodically perforated 50 nm-thick Au overlayer, allowing for the excitation of the SPPs at both Au/air and Au/garnet interfaces [23] [24] [25] (Fig. 2a) . In a pump-probe scheme, intense 50 fs near-IR pump pulses excite the SPP inducing an effective static magnetic field H IFE , which drives a high-frequency (f ex = 0.41 THz) exchange resonance mode in GdYbBIG [16] . The microscopic excitation mechanism is similar to that discussed in Ref. [15] . • between the resonant (1380 nm) and off-resonant (1300 nm) highlights the importance of the SPP-driven contribution to the IFE effective magnetic field.
The spin dynamics is monitored via transient Faraday rotation of a delayed, 800 nm probe beam coupled to a SPP at the Au/garnet interface (Fig. 2a) . In order to verify the SPP role in the excitation of the exchange resonance mode, we performed comparative measurements at the SPP resonance and away from it, taking advantage of the tunability of the pump wavelength (Fig. 2a) . Figure 2b shows the characteristic transient variations of the Faraday rotation. Having removed the background, we fitted a decaying sine function to the oscillatory part of the data (Fig. 2c) and extracted the fit parameters. Figure 2d -e shows the amplitude A and phase ψ of the oscillations as a function of the pump polarization set by a λ/4 wave plate. For the off-resonant case (black), a parabolic shape of A and a step in ψ is registered, consistent with the usual IFE mechanism. However, at the SPP resonance (red) the A shape distortion and the ψ step shift of about 4
• indicates a strong SPP-induced contribution coexisting with the one originating from the helicity of the pump polarization.
DATA ANALYSIS
In order to unambiguously associate this additional IFE contribution to SPP excitation we performed spectral measurements at a close-to-linear pump polarization where both helicity-and SPP-induced contributions are of comparable magnitude. The spectral dependencies of A and ψ of the oscillations (Fig. 3a-b) for the circular pump polarization (black) show no significant variations across a broad range of wavelengths. In striking contrast, the ψ spectrum under illumination with a close-tolinearly polarized pump exhibits a large resonant peak centered at around λ pump = 1380 nm, corresponding to the SPP excitation at the Au/garnet interface. The SPP-mediated excitation mechanism is further corroborated by a similar resonant modulation in the A spectrum (Fig. 3b) . Numerical simulations reveal excellent correlation between the SPP excitation and non-zero H IFE y as well as a good agreement between the simulated and experimental reflectivity spectra (Fig. 1d) .
With this data in hand, the importance of the SPPinduced contribution to the IFE excitation of the coher- ent exchange resonance mode is confirmed. Notably, opposite to the homogeneous action of a circularly polarized pump beam in transparent GdYbBIG, the SPP-mediated excitation is localized in the d SPP ≈ 100 nm-thick layer adjacent to the interface (see Fig. 1c ). Considering the Faraday rotation θ F proportional to the effective thickness of the optically active medium d (in the homogeneous case d bulk = 380 µm), and estimating the SPPdriven precession amplitude to be ≈ 10% of the one excited with the circular polarized pump (cf. Fig. 3b ), for the SPP enhancement of the excitation efficiency σ one gets:
Originating in the prominent SPP-driven increase of the electric fields in a dielectric medium, this two orders of magnitude enhancement can be further improved by photonic optimization of the hybrid metal-dielectric system.
DISCUSSION
In light of recently discovered magnetic recording via coherent spin precession [6] , strong SPP-mediated confinement of the excitation of coherent spin dynamics holds high promise for increasing the recording density in thin dielectric films. In order to look at the in-depth confinement of H IFE upon reducing the GdYbBIG thickness, we simulated spectra of the SPP-induced H IFE in thin GdYbBIG films. Illustrating the effective SPP-induced magnetic field H Note 1) . A model magnetoplasmonic system analyzed here serves as a starting point towards tailoring the local interaction of spins with photons for industrial needs. For instance, stronger confinement of the SPP-mediated excitation can be achieved in transparent media with even higher dielectric function ε d , paving a way for further material optimization. Approaching the commercially attractive dimensions of a single bit, the demonstrated confinement mechanism holds great potential for future switching and recording applications, as well as sheds light on the fundamental spatio-temporal aspects of the spin-plasmon coupling on ultrashort timescales. These results break new ground in laser-induced coherent spin dynamics, enabling spatial localization of the excitation and thus opening the path towards high-density, low-loss opto-magnetism.
METHODS
Sample fabrication and characterization. A 380 µm-thick Gd 4/3 Yb 2/3 BiFe 5 O 12 monocrystal with (111) surface orientation was grown by THE liquid phase epitaxy method. A 100 nm-thick gold layer with lateral dimensions of 50 × 200 µm was deposited on the garnet using the double ion-beam sputter-deposition technique. Then, a periodic lattice of grooves (depth 50 nm, width 100 nm, period 800 nm) was formed in the gold layer by focused ion beam etching. After that, the sample was etched with a defocused ion beam in order to reduce the gold layer thickness down to 50 nm. The fabrication procedure is described in detail in Ref. [26] . The magnetic anisotropy field in the GdYbBIG crystal was 0.62 kOe, the Curie temperature was T C = 573 K and the Gilbert damping was α = 0.02, as obtained from the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectroscopy [27] .
Reflectivity spectroscopy. The linear reflectivity spectra were obtained using p-polarized light focused onto the sample using a lens with F = 5 cm. The reflected light intensity was registered with a spectrometer (Avesta). The reflectivity data obtained for the sample were normalized to that measured for a non-perforated thick gold film. In the visible range (from 0.5 to 1 µm), a halogen lamp was used as a light source, while for the near-IR wavelengths (from 1 to 1.5 µm) we used a Nd:YAG seeded optical parametric oscillator (Solar LS).
Numerical simulations.
The numerical simulations were performed using commercial FDTD software (Lumerical 8.0, www.lumerical.com) on a structure with the same dimensions of the gold grating as in the studied sample (800 nm period, 100 nm groove width, 50 nm thickness) and with optical constants taken from Ref. [28] . Refractive index of the garnet (GdYbBIG) was slightly varied in the range of possible values [29] to match the experimentally measured reflectivity spectrum. In the studied spectral region (from 1100 to 1500 nm) it was set to a constant value of n = 2.37. The light source was polarized in the plane of incidence (xz) and the incidence angle was set to 34
• to match the experimental conditions. The GdYbBIG layer was semi-infinite in the z-direction perpendicular to the sample surface. In the two other directions the periodic boundary conditions were chosen. The calculated complex values of the electric field components E x (x, z) and E z (x, z) at the mesh points were used to obtain the distributions of the effective magnetic field H
for various wavelengths. The proportionality coefficient is omitted here as we are only interested in the relative strength of H IFE y . Supplementary Fig. 1a shows the numerically calculated wavelength dependence of the reflectivity and the value of the effective field averaged over the x-coordinate (along the interface) at z = −5 nm. The effective field spectrum has a maximum at λ = 1450 nm and a minimum at λ = 1180 nm, which corresponds to excitation of Au/garnet SPPs in the +1 and −2 diffraction orders, respectively. Different propagation directions of these modes result in the opposite signs of the SPP-induced effective magnetic field. Also, the higher diffraction order of the second mode is responsible for the lower quality of the resonance and thus the lower absolute value of the effective field. Supplementary Fig. 1b,c show the effective field distributions for these two resonant wavelengths. Simulations of the SPP-induced IFE in thin GdYbBIG films are summarized in Supplementary Note 1.
Time-resolved measurements.
The pump-probe measurements were performed using a Ti:Sa ultrafast amplifier (Ace, SpectraPhysics) with 800 nm output. The pump beam wavelength was converted in an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS, SpectraPhysics) into wavelengths from 1100 to 1500 nm. A delay line (Newport) in the pump channel was used to control the delay time between the pump and probe pulses. Angles of incidence for the probe and the pump beams were 25
• and 34
• , respectively. A polarizer (glan-laser) and a λ/4 wave plate were used to continuously control the polarization state of the pump beam from linear to circular. The intensity ratio between the probe and the pump beams was about 1 : 100. The periodicity of the gold grating was oriented perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, and an external in-plane magnetic field of 1.2 kOe was applied along the SPP propagation direction with the help of an electromagnet. The pump fluence was set to 10 mJ/cm 2 . The polarization state of the transmitted probe beam was registered in a balanced detection scheme using a lock-in amplifier. A sketch of the experimental scheme is shown in Supplementary  Figure 2 .
Fitting the experimental time-resolved data. In order to extract the phase ψ and amplitude A of the exchange resonance mode from the experimental data, we performed the fitting taking into account various contributions to the transient Faraday rotation. Characteristic experimental dependence of the transient variations of the Faraday rotation ∆θ F on the pump-probe delay t is exemplified in Supplementary Figure 3a . The data were fitted for the delay times t > 1 ps after the pump pulse arrival with the following function:
where a 1 , τ 1 , a 2 , A, τ 2 , ψ are the fitting parameters, and the frequency f ex = 0.41 THz is shared for all the datasets. The first (exponential) term with an amplitude a 1 and a decay time τ 1 is pertinent to the heat dissipation at the Au/garnet interface. The second term with the amplitude a 2 represents a contribution from the FMR precession mode (precession of the net GdYbBIG magnetization, Supplementary Figure 3b ) [16] . For the 1.2 kOe external magnetic field, its frequency was found to be f FMR ≈ 3 GHz. Since the HF precession frequency is more than two orders of magnitude larger than that of the FMR precession, at the timescales of interest in this Manuscript the FMR mode-driven variations of the Faraday rotation can be approximated with a linear function. Finally, the last term in the fit function describes the decaying exchange resonance mode with a frequency f ex and decay time τ 2 (Supplementary Figure 3c) .
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 1. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS FOR THIN GARNET FILMS
In order to investigate the possibility of the SPP-mediated excitation of spin dynamics in thin GdYbBIG films, we performed calculations of the field distribution for the same parameters as described in Methods, but with finite garnet thicknesses d. The garnet layer was placed between the Au layer and the semi-infinite gallium gadolinium garnet (GGG) layer with a refractive index of n = 1.95. Supplementary Fig. 4a shows the calculated reflectivity map versus the wavelength and the GdYbBIG layer thickness. The reflectivity minimum indicated with the black dashed curve corresponds to the excitation of the Au/garnet SPP. At small d, the SPP electric field feels the presence of the lower-index GGG layer, and the reflectivity minimum experiences a blue shift. In the limit of d = 0, the Au/garnet SPP becomes an Au/GGG SPP, and the effective magnetic field vanishes.
Further, the feature associated with the excitation of the Au/air SPP is indicated with the white dashed line. As expected, the dispersion of this SPP mode does not shift with the variations of d. Additional sharp features that shift with the garnet thickness correspond to the excitation of the transverse-magnetic waveguide (TM-WG) modes in the garnet layer [1] . These bulk modes naturally disappear at small d.
The probed amplitude of the spin precession excited by virtue of the SPP is proportional to the average H IFE y inside the garnet layer. To that end, we have integrated the calculated effective magnetic field H IFE y (x, z) over the x-axis and over the z-axis in the range −0.5 µm < z < 0 µm for d > 0.5 µm and −d < z < 0 µm for d 0.5 µm. The resulting integrated effective magnetic field dependence normalized to its maximal value in the case of semi-infinite garnet layer is plotted in Supplementary Fig. 4b . The strongly pronounced maximum corresponds to the effective magnetic field induced by the Au/garnet SPP. We note that although the TM-WG modes demonstrate sizeable effective magnetic field too, they disappear at small d and are not localized at the Au/garnet interface, unlike the SPPs.
The largest values of the integrated effective magnetic field at the Au/garnet SPP resonance are plotted (as a crosssection) in Supplementary Fig. 4c . The periodical modulation at d > 0.3 µm is associated with the self-interference of the pump beam upon multiple reflections in the thin GdYbBIG film. As the garnet layer thickness becomes comparable with the SPP penetration depth in the dielectric medium (≈ 100 nm), the integrated effective magnetic field starts to decrease quickly with d. Additional variations at small d occur due to the crossing of the two SPP dispersion curves. 
